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Abstract
Breast cancer represents a rising problem concerning public health worldwide. Current efforts are aimed to the development of
new minimally invasive and conservative treatment procedures for this disease. A treatment approach for invasive breast ductal
carcinoma could be based on electroporation. Hence, in order to determine the effectiveness of electrochemotherapy in the
treatment of this disease, 12 electrode models were investigated on realistic patient-specific computational breast models of 3
patients diagnosed by Digital Breast Tomosynthesis imaging. The electrode models exhibit 4, 5, and 6 needles arranged in 4
geometric configurations (delta, diamond, and star) and 3 different needle spacing resulting in a total of 12 needle-electrode
arrays. Electric field distribution in the tumors and a surrounding safety margin of 1 cm around the tumor edge is computed using
the finite element method. Efficiency of the electrode arrays was determined hierarchically based on (1) percentage of tumor
volume reversibly electroporated, (2) percentage of tumor volume irreversibly electroporated, (3) percentage of treated safety
margin volume, (4) minimal invasiveness, that is, minimal number of electrodes used, (5) minimal activated electrode pairs, and (6)
minimal electric current. Results show that 3 electrode arrays (4 needle-delta, 5 needle-diamond, and 6 needle-star) with fixed-
geometry configuration could be used in the treatment with electrochemotherapy of invasive breast ductal carcinomas ranging
from 1 to 5 cm3 along with a surrounding safety margin of 1 cm.
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Introduction

Breast cancer, due to malignant tumors in women older than

25, represents the first cause of death of women in Mexico

since 2006. Its recurrence has increased 49.5% during the last

2 decades; about 45% of total cases are diagnosed in stages III

and IV, and 11% are women younger than 40 years. Remark-

ably, the survival rate for the latter group is lower compared to

the older population.1

The most common histologic subtypes of breast tumors are

ductal carcinoma, in situ and invasive (IDC), and lobular car-

cinoma, in situ and invasive. Both of them account for the 90%
(80% and 10%, respectively) of all breast tumors.1,2 Breast

cancer is a major problem concerning public health worldwide,

and current efforts are aimed at controlling known risk factors,

establishment of early detection programs, and the develop-

ment of new minimally invasive and conservative treatment

procedures for this disease.1,3

The techniques currently used for treating breast cancer are

neoadjuvant chemotherapy, radiotherapy, hormonal therapy,

and surgical procedures, which include lumpectomy and mas-

tectomy. Interestingly, 10% to 20% of diagnosed breast cancers

are considered as triple negative breast cancer. For this type of

tumors, treatments like hormone therapy and drugs that target

estrogen, progesterone, and HER-2 receptors are ineffective,

leaving chemotherapy as the only treatment. This characteristic

makes these tumors more aggressive and difficult to treat.

Electroporation, or electropermeabilization, may be a novel

approach for treating invasive ductal carcinoma because elec-

troporation of the plasma membrane of living cells increases

the uptake of nonpermeant or poorly permeant molecules once

the cells had been exposed to short and strong electric pulses.

Moreover, it is possible to permeabilize the cell plasma mem-

branes while preserving their viability, which allows them to

return to their natural state in a process called reversible elec-

troporation.4 However, if the electric field is stronger than the

irreversible threshold, it leads to cell death caused by irrever-

sible electroporation (IRE).5 Reversible electroporation has

been used for many clinical applications, such as the introduc-

tion of drugs into cells, electrochemotherapy, gene delivery to

tissue, and transdermal delivery of drugs and genes.6-11 Elec-

trochemotherapy (ECT) enables the potentiation of effective-

ness of chemotherapeutic drugs bleomycin by a factor of up to

1000 and cisplatin by a factor of up to 80.6-9,12 Electroche-

motherapy is a local minimally invasive treatment that has been

proven to be effective in cutaneous and subcutaneous tumors

with different histologies.13-16 Most frequently, ECT represents

a palliative treatment in patients with cancer having progres-

sive disease (stage IV); the therapeutic goal is improving the

quality of life (bleeding and pain relief) during terminal phase

due to the lack of suitable treatment to prolong overall sur-

vival.17,18 Electrochemotherapy has been proven to be highly

effective in palliative treatment of cutaneous tumors including

cutaneous tumors from breast cancer and chest wall recur-

rences of breast cancer.17-19 Because of its benefits, such as

high specificity for targeting cancer cells and capacity for pre-

serving the innate immune response, its use is therefore being

extended to the treatment of internal tumors.20-24Clinical

experiences regarding the treatment of liver and bone metas-

tases, soft tissue sarcomas, brain tumors, and colorectal and

esophageal tumors have been reported.20 Electrochemotherapy

of breast cancer metastases to the skin and subcutaneous

tissues has also been reported showing encouraging

outcomes.17,25-28 However, to our best knowledge, there are

only 2 works that address the treatment of primary breast can-

cer with ECT, that is, (1) an infiltrative lobular carcinoma in a

single elderly patient, inoperable for neoplastic infiltration of

the chest wall and undergoing preoperative (attempt of cytor-

eduction) and intraoperative ECT prior to radical mastectomy29

and (2) a single clinical case of unifocal ductal breast cancer

that reports reduced efficacy of the ECT treatment with 5 nee-

dle electrodes.30 Both studies performed ECT through Clini-

porator (IGEA SpA, Carpi, Italy) and operating standard

procedures for Electrochemotherapy.17,18 These results lead

us to suggest that ECT may displace neoadjuvant chemother-

apy and/or surgery in the treatment of breast cancer and have

encouraged the development of better electrode configurations

along with an adequate pretreatment planning based on

numerical models for the treatment of invasive breast ductal

carcinoma with ECT.30

Treatment of breast cancer has also been addressed by IRE.

Investigation on this issue has been carried out on one hand in

vitro in order to establish a baseline estimate of electric field

necessary for IRE treatment of breast carcinomas.31 On the

other hand, in vivo studies have been reported in animal models

comprising nude mice32 and rabbits.33 The results reported in

these works suggest that IRE may be a promising approach for

patients with breast cancer who are not eligible for surgical

excision. In addition, numerical modeling of electric field dis-

tribution represents a useful tool to validate the required vol-

tage to fully expose the target to the electric field determined

from in vitro experiments. Nonetheless, more experimental

evidence regarding the treatment of breast cancer with IRE is

required, since reports on this field remain limited.31-34
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This work researched the feasibility of using electroche-

motherapy for the treatment of IDC in realistic breast models

based on digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) images with a

universal electrode array to assure the electroporation of the

entire target volume.35 In addition to the tumor treatment, era-

dication of some surrounding tumor tissue is desirable, since

tumor cells that have an infiltrative-like histological type

spread diffusely throughout the healthy tissue. In order to

achieve the destruction of the tumor and the eradication of

some surrounding healthy tissue efficiently, 12 electrode arrays

in 4 configurations were used for modeling electroporation of

tumors corresponding to 3 representative clinical cases. Novel

electrode arrays, which included a central intratumoral needle,

are proposed in this work, and the results are compared to those

obtained with electrode arrays without intratumoral needles in

order to establish a suitable protocol for electrochemotherapy

of invasive breast ductal carcinomas and a safety margin of

healthy tissue.

Methods

Breast Computational Model

Imaging studies were approved by the Scientific-Ethics Com-

mittee of the Institute of Breast Diseases-FUCAM (approval

number 2017/14). All patients provided verbal consent to be

subjected to the imaging studies. Three representative clinical

cases of women diagnosed with invasive breast ductal carci-

noma without previous treatment, hence corresponding to pri-

mary deep-seated tumors, were analyzed to evaluate their

treatment with electrochemotherapy. In all cases, diagnosis

was done by DBT, Giotto Tomo, IMS (slice thickness 1 mm

and pixel size 0.1 mm).

Mammography has been used as the primary detection tool

for breast abnormalities, but nowadays it is being replaced by

DBT. Digital Breast Tomosynthesis is a 3-dimensional (3-D)

imaging technology that involves acquisition of images of a

stationary compressed breast at multiple X-ray source angles

during a short scan. Typically, the X-ray tube is rotated 10� to

20�, and 10� to 20� exposures are made approximately at every

1� of rotation during a total scan of 5 seconds or less. Individual

images are then reconstructed into a series of thin, high-

resolution slices with a separation of 1 mm. Tissues that over-

lap in 2-D conventional mammography and hide pathologies

are less likely to be obscured using tomosynthesis. The cross-

sectional 3-D slice allows a clearer visualization of the lesion.36

Digital breast tomosynthesis differs from other 3-D imaging

modalities in that orthogonal multiplanar reconstructions such

as sagittal, axial, and coronal views from the transverse tomo-

synthesis image sets cannot be generated. Instead, cranial-

caudal (CC) and medio-lateral oblique (MLO) views are

obtained with DBT. Because breast compression is necessary

in DBT in order to minimize tissue superposition, reduce X-ray

scatter signal, and increase the amount of breast tissue in the

field of view, processing of DBT projections in order to recon-

struct a 3-D breast volume is not straightforward due to the lack

of orthogonal multiplanar views.36,37,38 Development of tridi-

mensional reconstruction algorithms of DBT projections is

beyond the scope of this work, and therefore, realistic breast

modeling was alternatively carried out in a 2-step process in

order to deal with the breast-deformation issue of DBT due to

tissue compression.

First, the presence of tumors and the main tissues (tumoral

tissue, fibroglandular tissue, and fatty tissue) in the region of

interest were determined and marked out by physicians in both

CC and MLO views in which dimensions, breast density, and

the center of the tumor were determined. Tumor segmentation

and 3-D reconstruction were carried out in 3-D Slicer in the

original DBT images. Second, numerical breast phantoms

available in a repository39 and derived from T1-weighted mag-

netic resonance images of patients with no malignancy or other

abnormalities were used to provide a decompressed model for

the rest of the tissues of interest (fibroglandular and fatty tis-

sue). Each phantom consists of a 3-D grid of cubic voxels of

0.5 � 0.5 � 0.5 mm. The database of numerical phantoms was

classified based on the standard tissue composition descriptors

used by radiologists to classify X-ray mammograms according

to the radiographic density of the breast. Four categories were

defined according to the breast imaging reporting and data

system (BI-RADS): (1) almost entirely fat (<25% glandular

tissue), (2) scattered fibroglandular (25%-50% glandular),

(3) heterogeneously dense (51%-75% glandular), and (4) very

dense (>75% glandular).40,41

In this work, a computational phantom was radiologically

assigned to each patient based on the correlation of patient

breast density grading with the categories of the BI-RADS.

Breast tissue consists mainly of glandular parenchyma, con-

nective tissue, and fatty tissue. Breast tissue and glandular

parenchyma are radiologically considered as dense tissue.

Patient 1 DBT images showed whitish appearance that

pointed to a major glandular parenchyma proportion; hence,

a very dense phantom was selected for this patient. A scat-

tered fibroglandular phantom was used for patient 2, since

dense tissue in DBT images showed a scattered pattern,

which corresponded to a minor amount of glandular par-

enchyma. On the other hand, nondense mammographic

areas (dark regions) were observed for patient 3, and there-

fore, a mostly fatty phantom was selected to represent this

case. Three main tissues were considered for the phantoms,

that is, skin, fibroconnective/glandular tissue, and fatty tis-

sue for segmentation. Finally, in order to build a model of a

realistic-anatomical breast with malignancies, the scale of

the tumor segmentation corresponding to each patient was

adjusted to fit the dimensions of the selected phantom; then,

the reconstructed tumor was embedded into the selected

computational breast phantom, keeping its original position

inside the breast. This position was determined in its corre-

sponding DBT image. This methodology allowed the devel-

opment of a 3-D anatomical model of a patient-specific

decompressed breast as shown in Figure 1. Table 1 shows

the patients’ and tumors’ anatomical properties considered

in order to build the breast models.
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Patient-Specific Treatment Planning

An efficient treatment of deep-seated invasive tumors with

surgical resection requires the eradication of 10 mm of tissue

surrounding the target tumor in order to reduce the probability

of recurrences.42 This surrounding tissue is considered as a

safety margin, and it must be taken into account along with the

breast target tumor in each patient to develop the patient-

specific treatment planning with electrochemotherapy.

Clinical cases differ from patient to patient in tumor size,

tumor location, breast density, and dielectric properties of the

tissues of interest; therefore, it was our purpose to determine

first whether deep-seated invasive ductal carcinomas along

with tissue into a safety margin of 10 mm may be eligible for

their treatment with electrochemotherapy through the use of an

universal electrode array, and second, the most effective elec-

trode configuration and the electric protocol to be applied in

that particular case. For this purpose, 3 sets of electrodes cor-

responding to 12 electrode arrays were proposed in this work.

Electrode arrays in the different sets own the same number of

needles (4, 5, and 6) and the arrangement of needles (delta,

diamond, and star), but they differ in distance among the elec-

trodes as described in Figure 2 and Table 2. Number of needles

ranges from 4 to 6 in order to investigate whether a sufficient

electric field can be generated through the minimal number of

electrodes and hence requiring fewer needle punctures. Varia-

tion in distance among the electrodes was proposed to fulfill a

complete coverage of the tumors in the 3 patients according to

their particular dimensions and geometries. However, it is our

purpose to establish a suitable electrode array with a fixed-

geometry configuration, which may cover target tissues in any

clinical scenario of patients with IDC, based on the analysis of

the 12 electrode arrays in the 3 patients reported in this work. In

the clinical practice, handle of electrodes must remain the same

for all electrode arrays, and selection of a particular electrode

array shall depend on the dimensions of the target tumor. Nee-

dles’ diameter in all arrays was 1.2 mm, and their active length

varied depending on the tumor size as shown in Table 2, where

C-P refers to the distance from the intratumoral–central elec-

trode to the peripheral electrodes, P-P refers to the distance

Figure 1. Breast Models. A, Craniocaudal (CC) view of a digital breast tomosynthesis of patient 1 and corresponding axial view of a very dense

phantom analogue to CC view. B, Craniocaudal view of patient 2 and corresponding axial view of a scattered fibroglandular phantom. C, Medio-

lateral-oblique view of patient 3 and corresponding sagittal view of a mostly fatty phantom analogue to medio-lateral oblique (MLO) view.

Table 1. Properties of the Anatomical Breast Models.

Pa Age Location

Tumors Phantom

# Size, mm Volume, cm3 Type Density Volume Size, pixels

1 67 Left breast 1 4.4 � 9.1 � 11.5 0.46 III Very dense 215 � 328 � 212

2 55 Left breast 1 38 � 9.6 � 8.5 3.10 II Scattered fibroglandular 258 � 253 � 251

3 54 Left breast 1 29 � 9.5 � 18.5 5.10 I Almost entirely fat 310 � 355 � 253

aPatient.
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between peripheral electrodes only, and D refers to the distance

between electrodes forming diagonals.

Electrode Arrays

In order to determine a suitable treatment protocol with elec-

trochemotherapy for every clinical case and establish the cov-

erage of the 3 target tissues, 4 needle-electrode configurations

were used as an initial basis for each patient. Target tissues

included the tumoral tissue in addition to the fatty and breast

tissue comprised within a surrounding safety margin of 10 mm

in diameter. Based on the number of needles (4, 5, or 6) and

their configuration geometry (delta [De], diamond [Di], and

star [St]), these original arrays were called 4De1, 4Di1, 5Di1,

and 6St1, Figure 2A. It is worth noting that for the diamond

configuration, 2 electrode arrays were derived, that is, a 4-

needle array without a central needle (4Di1) and a 5-needle

array considering an intratumoral needle (5Di1). The safety

margin for this set was considered as a sphere placed in the

tumor center. Dimensional properties of these arrays are listed

in Table 2. It can be seen that the distance between electrodes in

the original array was appropriate to cover the tumoral volume

of the first patient. However, tumors of the second and third

patients were bigger, so in order to improve target coverage, the

distance between the needles was increased resulting in 2 addi-

tional arrays. Electrode set 2 consists of an enlarged version of

the electrode set 1 considering the safety margin as a sphere.

Electrodes in this set were called 4De2, 4Di2, 5Di2, and 6St2 as

Figure 2. Topside view of (A) electrode set 1 for the treatment of a breast tumor (red) in patient 1 and a spherical safety margin tissue (SM1).

(B) Electrode set 2 for the treatment of a breast tumor (red) in patient 2 and a spherical safety margin tissue (SM2). (C) Electrode set 3 for the

treatment of a breast tumor (red) in patient 2 and an elliptic safety margin tissue (SM3). (D) Three-dimensional visualizations of the tumor

embedded into a safety margin and the 4 electrode configurations; delta configuration, 4-needle diamond configuration, 5-needle diamond

configuration, and 6-needle star configuration.
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shown in Figure 2B. Based on the dimensions of the tumor of

patients 2 and 3, a safety margin with an ellipsoidal geometry

was used in set 3, since it fit better the boundaries of the tumor.

Electrode arrays in this set were called 4 needle-delta

configuration-set 3 (4De3), 4 needle-diamond configuration-

set 3 (4Di3), 5 needle-diamond configuration-set 3 (5Di3), and

6 needle-star configuration-set 3 (6St3) as shown in Figure 2C.

Electric Field Calculation

One of the objectives of this work was to determine whether it

was feasible to treat deep-seated invasive ductal carcinomas

effectively with electrochemotherapy through the use of a set

of electrodes of fixed geometry. It has been reported that in

order to achieve a successful ECT, reversible electroporation of

tumor cells must be reached, so chemotherapeutic drugs are

allowed to enter the cell and cause its death. Furthermore, IRE

cannot be avoided, mostly in the periphery of the electrodes;

therefore, contribution of IRE in cell death may be significant,

but it may still be tolerated for ECT.31 Taking this into consid-

eration, pairs of needles in the different electrode arrays were

sequentially set to voltage until all combinations of unique

pairs were activated, setting boundary conditions for voltage

as an anode and a cathode during each simulation. For the

electrode configurations with a central needle, the central nee-

dle was first set as an anode paired off with peripheral needles

considered as cathodes in the safety margin; subsequently, only

peripheral electrodes were switched as anode and cathode,

respectively. For configurations lacking a central needle (ie,

4Di1, 4Di2, and 4Di3), electrodes were commuted as anode

and cathode in 6 possible combinations formed by adjacent

and opposite needles. Initial voltage values were applied

between each pair of electrodes in the different arrays.

Depending on the tissue coverage resulting from this first

simulation, voltage was varied until the target volumes were

covered by an electric field magnitude above the reversible

electroporation threshold in order to find the most appropriate

treatment protocol for each patient.

Depending on the location of the tumor in the breast and the

ease of needle insertion into the target tissue, the arrays were

determined to be inserted normal to the axial plane for patients

1 and 2 and normal to the sagittal plane for patient 3. All

models were computed in COMSOL Multiphysics (version

5.0, COMSOL, Sweden) with an algorithm written in Matlab

(version R2013b; Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA) in

order to establish the electric field distribution in the regions of

interest. Visualization approach reported by Zupanic et al was

used to extract the results and quantitatively compare the mod-

els based on the electroporation cross-section images, and the

cumulative coverage of tissues by electric fields after the com-

plete sequence of pulses has been applied. Cumulative cover-

age was displayed as an electric field histogram similar to

dose–volume histograms used in radiation therapy planning.

Electric field histograms were calculated for the 3 target tis-

sues. All tissues were considered as isotropic with electrical

conductivity values reported in the literature,31,43-45 and

changes in conductivity due to electroporation were taken into

account as shown in Table 3.

Results

Different electroporation protocols for each 1 of the 12 elec-

trode arrays were used for the treatment of breast malignances

and surrounding tissue inside a safety margin of 1 cm around

the tumor edge. The volumes of target tissues corresponding to

the safety margin for each patient depended on the breast den-

sity and the phantom type used; total volumes of each tissue are

listed in Table 4. Global electroporation results obtained for

each patient are shown in Supplemental Table A. In

Table 2. Properties of the Needle-Electrode Arrays.

No.

Needles Configuration Array Symbola

Active

Length,

mm

Distanceb, mm

C-P P-P D

4 Delta Original 4De1 15 13.0 22.5 –

Enlarged 4De2 20 27.0 46.8 –

Ellipse 4De3 20 24.1

12.2

29.7

46.5

–

Diamond Original 4Di1 15 – 18.4 26.0

Enlarged 4Di2 20 – 38.2 54.0

Ellipse 4Di3 20 – 29.6 54.0

24.5

5 Diamond Original 5Di1 15 13.0 18.4 –

Enlarged 5Di2 20 27.0 38.2 –

Ellipse 5Di3 20 27.0

12.2

29.6 –

6 Star Original 6St1 15 13.0 15.3 –

Enlarged 6St2 20 27.0 31.7 –

Ellipse 6St3 20 27.0

17.0

24.1

17.4

36.7

12.5

–

aSymbols indicate the number of needles (4, 5, 6), the array configuration (De

¼ Delta, Di ¼ Diamond, St ¼ Star), and the electrode set marker (1 refers to

the original electrode array, 2 refers to the enlarged electrode array, 3 refers to

the ellipse electrode array).
bC-P refers to the distance from the central-intratumoral electrode to the per-

ipheral electrodes, P-P refers to the distance between peripheral electrodes,

and D refers to the distance between opposite electrodes in diamond

configuration.

Table 3. Dielectric Properties of Tissues in the Breast Models.

Tissue

Initial

conductivity

(s0)( [S/m]

Final

conductivity

sf( [S/m]

Threshold

Electric

Field [V/cm]

REa IREb

Skin 0.170 0.170 400 800

Fibroconnective/glandular 0.085 0.340

Fatty 0.025 0.100

Tumor 0.425 1.700

aThreshold electric field for reversible electroporation in breast models.
bThreshold electric field for irreversible electroporation in breast models.
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Supplemental Table A, the first column shows the correspond-

ing patient, and acronyms in the second column indicate the

number of needles which we assumed as an indicator of inva-

siveness. Voltages between the different pairs of electrodes in

the third column show the activation of electrode pairs. Per-

centage of tissue coverage in the fourth column indicates rever-

sibly and irreversibly electroporated tissues, where breast and

fat tissue correspond to the safety margin volume. Finally, the

last column reports electric current obtained for each electro-

poration protocol. The most efficient treatment protocols

obtained for each patient and each 1 of the 12 electrode arrays

regarding the generation of an electric field magnitude above to

the reversible electroporation threshold, and the coverage per-

centage of the 3 tissues of interest are shown highlighted in

light red.

It has been reported that successful medical application of

ECT requires the achievement of optimal parameters in the

whole target tissue while keeping healthy tissue damage at a

minimum.31 Nevertheless, in this work, healthy tissue consti-

tuting the safety margin was subjected to electroporation for

the treatment of potential micro-metastases or tumor out-

growths not visible in imaging. The most efficient electrode

array was selected for each patient hierarchically, taking into

account the following criteria: (1) percentage of tumor volume

reversibly electroporated; (2) percentage of tumor volume irre-

versibly electroporated; (3) percentage of treated safety margin

volume; (4) minimal invasiveness, that is, minimal number of

electrodes; (5) minimal activated electrode pairs; and (6) min-

imal electric current. Selection criteria are in accordance with

the literature.31 The best electrode arrays are listed in Table 5,

according to the hierarchic selection criteria applied to the

global results reported in Supplemental Table A. The best elec-

tric protocols are reported as the voltage applied between cen-

tral electrodes and peripherial electrodes (C-P), peripherial

electrodes (P-P), and opposite electrodes (D, in 4-needle dia-

mond configuration). The percentage of the target tissue cov-

ered between reversible and IRE thresholds and the average

electric current between all pairs of activated electrodes are

reported. It can be seen that for a small tumor in patient 1, a

4-needle electrode array in diamond configuration (4Di1) was

suitable to reversibly cover the complete tumor and more than

90% of the safety margin. Good results were obtained with a

4-needle electrode array in delta configuration (4De2) and

6-needle electrode array in star configuration (6St2), as they

covered 100% of the tumor and more than 85% of the safety

margin. For patient 2, 5-needle electrode array in diamond

configuration (5Di2), 6St2 and 4De2 showed comparable

results regarding reversibly electroporated tissue coverage.

5Di2 electrode array generated the minor IRE. Similarly, for

patient 3, 6St2, 5Di2, and 4De2 resulted to be the most efficient

electrode arrays in a comparable manner, but 5Di2 electrode

array required fewer pairs of active electrodes.

The most effective electroporation protocols from Table 5

were 1000 V and 2000 V pulses between peripheral and oppo-

site needles, respectively, in 4Di1 electrode array for patient 1,

2000 V pulses between C-P needles in 5Di2 electrode for

patient 2, and 3000 V pulses between C-P needles in 6St2

electrode for patient 3. These protocols were used to determine

the electric field histograms for the 3 target tissues (tumor,

fatty, and breast tissue in the safety margin) as shown in

Figures 3 to 5. Electric field histograms show the volume frac-

tion of tissue (1 ¼ 100%) covered at a certain electric field

strength. A complete coverage was expected to be reached

above 400 V/cm, whereas the tissue volume covered above

800 V/cm had to be kept at the minimum to minimize IRE.

Tumor coverage in Figure 3 shows that an efficient electro-

poration (100% coverage above 400 V/cm) of a small tumor in

patient 1 may be achieved with electrode 4Di1. Tumors from

patients 2 and 3 were bigger than that from patient 1 and hence

more difficult to reversibly electroporate, covering 98.9% and

98.6% of these tumors with 5Di2 and 6St2, respectively, with

an electric field above 400 V/cm. It is worth noting that

coverage of the tissues in the safety margin changed for the

different breast densities due to the different dielectric prop-

erties of the tissues. Fatty tissue was easier to cover com-

pletely by fields above the reversible electroporation

threshold (shown in Figure 4) than breast tissue (shown in

Figure 5). At the same time, fatty tissue was also more

susceptible to IRE than breast tissue.

Electroporation color maps obtained for the most efficient

protocol applied to each of the 3 breast models are shown in

Figure 6. Irreversibly electroporated areas are marked in

magenta, color blue represents reversibly electroporated areas

in the tumors, and green shows reversibly electroporated areas

in the safety margin tissues. Nontreated areas, that is, points

where reversible electroporation threshold was not reached,

appear uncolored.

Discussion

Twelve electrode arrays corresponding to 4 different config-

urations were used to evaluate the feasibility of treatment of

invasive ductal breast carcinomas with electrochemotherapy.

The results listed in Supplemental Table A show that the appro-

priate electrode array differs from patient to patient depending

on the anatomical properties of the tissues of interest, that is,

tumor size, breast density, and dielectric properties. This table

also shows that a different efficient electric protocol was

obtained for every patient. On the one hand, the treatment of

a small tumor, in the case of patient 1, through an electrode

with 4 needles in a diamond array (4Di1, set 1) and the activa-

tion of the peripheral needles only, was enough to cover the

Table 4. Volumes of Target Tissues.

Patient

Volume of Target Tissues[cm3]

Breast Tissue Fatty Tissue Tumor

1 10.20 3.76 0.46

2 5.16 19.73 3.10

3 1.05 26.58 5.10

Vera-Tizatl et al 7



whole tissues of interest. In addition, delta and star configura-

tion (4De2 and 6St) in electrode set 2 resulted in effective

target coverage. It is worth noting that as the tumors become

bigger, as for the cases for patients 2 and 3, this electrode array

(4Di1, set 1) was the least efficient configuration, since none of

the tissues of interest got completely covered. On the other

hand, efficient protocols for patient 2 were obtained with arrays

in set 2 (6St2 and 4De2) and set 3 (4De3 and 6St3). It was

observed that the use of an electrode array following a tumor-

specific safety margin geometry which was in turn selected

based on the tumor dimensions (ideally elliptic for tumor in

patient 2) resulted in optimal outcomes. Effective coverage for

patient 3 was obtained with electrode arrays in set 2 (6St2,

5Di2, 4De2). Contrary to the results obtained for patient 1 with

the array 4Di1, 4-needle diamond configuration in any of the

sets, that is, 4Di1, 4Di2, and 4Di3, resulted in the least effective

Table 5. Effective Electroporation Protocols for the Treatment of Target Tissues.

Pa Electrode Array

Voltageb [V] Tissue Coverage [%]

e [A]C-P P-P D

Tumor Breast Fat

REc IREd RE IRE RE IRE

1 4Di1 – 1000 2000 100 0 95.1 22.9 99.8 48.4 3.5

4De2 2000 1500 – 100 30.2 85.3 11.0 90.6 10.1 3.2

6St2 1500 3000 – 100 33.5 85.0 6.2 91.8 6.6 4.3

2 5Di2 2000 – – 98.9 9.7 96.7 16.9 99.2 28.1 7.9

6St2 2500 2000 – 99.9 29.9 100 51.0 100 64.0 5.8

4De2 3000 3000 – 99.8 60.3 99.6 48.8 99.8 62.3 7.5

3 6St2 3000 – – 98.6 14.9 94.0 29.0 100 80.5 8.2

5Di2 3000 – – 97.8 15.4 92.1 27.5 100 74.9 8.2

4De2 3000 3000 – 95.7 14.2 88.2 22.7 100 59.4 6.1

aPatient.
bVoltage applied between central electrodes and peripherial electrodes (C-P), peripheral electrodes (P-P), and opposite electrodes (D) in 4-needle diamond

configuration.
cPercentage of tissue covered at the reversible electroporation threshold (RE ¼ 400 V/cm).
dPercentage of tissue covered at the irreversible electroporation threshold (RE ¼ 800 V/cm).
eAverage electric current between activated pairs of needles.

Figure 3. Most efficient coverage of tumors in the 3 patients. Electrode 4Di1 covered 100% of tumor in patient 1 with 1000 V and 2000 V

between peripheral and opposite needles. Electrode 5Di2 covered 98.9% of tumor in patient 2 with 2000 V between C-P needles. Electrode 6St2

covered 98.6% of tumor in patient 3 with 3000 V between C-P needles.
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arrays for the treatment of the target lesions even if the voltage

was increased to the maximum value (3000 V) provided by

current electroporation systems. Noticeably, an enlarged

version of the original electrode set used in patient 1, was the

most appropriate set of electrodes for both patients 2 and 3 and

a good alternative for patient 1 also. It is worthy to mention that

Figure 4. Most efficient coverage of fatty tissue in the safety margin for the 3 patients. Electrode 4Di1 covered 99.8% of fatty tissue in patient 1

with 1000 V and 2000 V between peripheral and opposite needles. Electrode 5Di2 covered 99.2% of fatty tissue in patient 2 with 2000 V

between C-P needles. Electrode 6St2 covered 100% of fatty tissue in patient 3 with 3000 V between C-P needles.

Figure 5. Most efficient coverage of breast tissue in the safety margin for the 3 patients. Electrode 4Di1 covered 95.1% of breast tissue in patient

1 with 1000 V and 2000 V between peripheral and opposite needles. Electrode 5Di2 covered 96.7% of breast tissue in patient 2 with 2000 V

between C-P needles. Electrode 6St2 covered 94% of breast tissue in patient 3 with 3000 V between C-P needles.

Vera-Tizatl et al 9



for big tumors such as those in patients 2 and 3, a complete

coverage of target tissues was harder to obtain if compared to

the coverage of small tumors, but efficient coverage is possible

to achieve.

Tissue dielectric property ratios used in this work were con-

siderable (stumor=sbreast tissue ¼ 5;stumor=sfatty tissue ¼ 17),

making electroporation a challenging process and hence

requiring high-voltage values to achieve an efficient treat-

ment. Based on the results reported in this work, it would

be possible to use a fixed set of electrodes (4De2, 5Di2, and

6St2) to effectively treat invasive breast ductal carcinomas in

the range of 1 to 5 cm3 with electrochemotherapy. Regarding

the electrode-manufacturing issue, our results indicate that

producing 2 electrode arrays (4De2 and 6St2) would be

enough to treat invasive breast ductal carcinoma. This reduces

meaningfully the complexity of manufacturing and device

certification processes.

Further efforts aimed at imaging reconstruction of DBT

views are required so that more accurate breast models can

be obtained, since the breast models presented in this work

consisted of interpolations of data in the DBT images in order

to deal with the tissue compression issue. In addition, research

with variations in the electrode positioning is encouraged in

order to compare the results with the outcomes presented here.

A comparison between the most effective electrode arrays

(4De2, 5Di2, and 6St2) and the commercial hexagonal

electrode array with a central needle, manufactured by IGEA

S.p.a (Carpi, Italy),8 would be useful in order to determine

whether the number of needles may be reduced without jeopar-

dizing the effectiveness of the treatment.

There are 2 articles addressing the treatment of primary

breast cancer with ECT. Tumors in both cases can be reached

by commercial electroporators and electrodes.29,30 Future accep-

tance of electrochemotherapy into medical practice as a first-line

treatment of primary deep-seated breast tumors and possible

replacement of conventional neoadjuvant chemotherapy and sur-

gical procedures shall take into account advantages, drawbacks,

and limitations of this procedure. Advantages include the reduc-

tion in antineoplastic drug dosage, local therapy administration

instead of a systemic route, and hence the reduction in adverse

effect of conventional chemotherapy (myelosupression), poten-

tial displacement of neoadjuvant chemotherapy and/or radical

mastectomy, treatment enhancement of triple negative lesions

for which hormone therapy, and use of drugs that target estrogen,

progesterone, and HER-2 receptors are ineffective, an apoptotic

process would be induced in the major part of the target tissues

contributing to a beneficial immune response.

Drawbacks

Drug resistance contribution through activation of multiple

drug resistance pumps due to low-drug concentration if

Figure 6. Visualization of electroporation reached in the target tissues of (A)patient 1, (B) patient 2, and (C) patient 3. Magenta color represents

irreversibly electroporated regions, green shows reversibly electroporated regions in the safety margin (fatty tissue and breast) and blue indicates

reversibly electroplated areas in the tumors. Nontreated areas in the models are uncolored.
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multiple ECT sessions are required and inflammatory

response associated with necrosis achieved in irreversibly

electroporated regions.

Limitations

Determination of patient-specific breast dielectric properties in

order to accurately model electroporation of target tissues,

accomplishment of image-guided electrode positioning accord-

ing to the treatment planning, and development of suitable

hardware and electrodes that provide enough energy to deliver

the electric protocol determined by the treatment planning.

Conclusion

The development of realistic breast models combining the use

of computational breast phantoms and patient-specific tumor

reconstruction is presented in this work as a novel approach to

the modeling of electroporation of invasive breast ductal car-

cinomas diagnosed by DBT imaging. In order to achieve a

sufficient electric field distribution in the tumor and a sur-

rounding safety margin composed of fibroglandular breast tis-

sue and fatty tissue, 3 sets of electrodes consisting of

12 electrode arrays were investigated.

The outcomes showed that an efficient average coverage

percentage of the tissues of interest (tumor and safety margin)

in the 3 patients was achieved with 3 main electrode arrays: 4

needles in a delta configuration 4De2 (tumor: 98.50%, breast

tissue: 91.03%, fatty tissue: 96.80%), 5 needles in a diamond

configuration 5Di2 (tumor: 98.76%, breast tissue: 86.53%,

fatty tissue: 95.50%), and 6 needles in a star configuration

6St2 (tumor: 99.50%, breast tissue: 92.96%, fatty tissue:

97.20%). Consequently, we can conclude that a single-

electrode array seems unlikely to treat effectively all breast

ductal carcinomas with electrochemotherapy, but a group of

3 electrode arrays may be sufficient to cover the target tissues

when treating this disease. Although a complete coverage of

target tissues in large tumors, as it was the case for patients 2

and 3, was difficult to achieve, it should be considered that

these tumor dimensions are representative of most of the cur-

rent stages detected in Mexican patients with breast cancer.

These outcomes could probably be extrapolated to any popu-

lation with an effective response to the treatment; however, its

effectiveness may be potentiated if the disease is detected at an

early stage. Finally, outcomes obtained in this work encourage

the use of electrochemotherapy, which has fewer unwanted

side effects than the systemic chemotherapy, such as high toxi-

city and myelosuppression, for the treatment of invasive breast

ductal carcinoma. We imply that it is possible that in future this

method may displace neoadjuvant chemotherapy and/or sur-

gery in the treatment of breast cancer and probably be consid-

ered as a first-line treatment of primary tumors. Nevertheless,

enrollment of patients and experimental application of the

method presented in this work conducting a clinical trial will

be required to validate this hypothesis.
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